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Thesis 
 

The thesis serves the (in-depth) examination of a topic chosen by the candidate. Theoretical basics are to 
be linked and presented with practical adventure and nature therapy interventions (e.g. emotion 
regulation through adventure and nature therapy, trauma stabilisation through adventure and nature 
therapy, adventure and nature therapy as a form of intervention within the framework of family therapy). 
 
You conceptualise individual theory topics that you link to practice from the perspective of a future 
adventure & nature therapist. 
The topic of the thesis is submitted to ATI for topic approval before it is written. A synopsis (1-page 
summary) should be prepared for this purpose. 
 
In the certification module, all participants have the task of presenting and discussing the central 
theoretical assumptions of their thesis in the form of a colloquium. The theses are archived at ATI and can 
also be viewed there later by other participants. 
 
lenght, form and style: 
The length of the thesis should not exceed 25 -30 pages (1.5 lines, 60 characters per line, 35 lines per 
page, margin 2.5 cm) (without appendix) and should follow the usual academic criteria (cover sheet, 
outline, citations, bibliography, creator, date, etc.).  
 
You are welcome to change the layout accordingly and get creative. But then you should submit 2 
versions digitally, so that the works can be compared with each other. One version should meet the above 
criteria. 
You can also choose a different type of digital presentation, but the outline or criteria should also be 
found here. 
 
deadline: 
The deadline will usually be communicated 6 months BEFORE the certification module via various media. 
The thesis must be submitted approx. 8 weeks BEFORE the certification module. The deadline will also be 
announced. 
 

people with special needs/ impairments 

If you have an impairment (e.g. visual impairment, German or English is not your native language) that 
prevents you from meeting the requirements listed here, we will be happy to work with you to develop a 
feasible variant. 

 
summary: 

✓ approval of the exposé by ATI (prior topic approval) 
✓ the thesis is written according to the requirements of scientific work and is defended in the 

professional discussion/final colloquium. 
✓ thesis (25 - 30 pages according to the specifications for length, form & style, even if you choose a 

different type of digital presentation - then submit twice) 
✓ punctual submission by the announced deadline 
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Exposé of thesis 
 
Before you start the detailed planning of the thesis, create an exposé. 

Please use this form, scan it and send it to ATI. 

 
thesis title 
 

first name: 
 

last name: 

post code: 

 

place: 

street: email: 
 
 

landline number: mobile number: 
 
 

 

table of contents (draft) 
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